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Long Synopsis
Leopold is an old adolescent. He still lives under the mighty influence of his aging and ailing father who will die very soon.

Short Synopsis
When unworldly Leopold hears that his father will soon die,
he has to leave his safe life and go on a road trip to Lourdes,
to ask for a miracle.

If he dies, Leopold’s structured and ordered world will collapse. He
has to save his father but in order to do that he needs a miracle.

When he meets Lola, everything becomes even more complicated.

For the first time in his life, Leopold takes destiny in his own two
hands and makes a trip from Belgium to Lourdes with his father’s
fancy Rover.

Logline

At the very beginning of his trip, he stumbles on a broken down
2CV and its driver : Lola.
Lola joins Leopold on an unforgettable road trip to Lourdes.
One journey, many adventures, many challenges, two different
characters meet : Leo, serious, fearful, crushed under dogmas, Lola,
wild, spontaneous and full of trust.

She will shake up his life... and maybe yours

About Gustavo 			 & Bo Catilina
Bo and Gustavo Catilina, a Belgian filmmaker and
musician couple, joined forces to combine all
their arts in film. Their backgrounds are: musicians, singers, composers, graphical artist,
dancer, Master in dramatical arts.

One day they decided to quit everything
and start traveling. The U.S.A., Canada and Mexico. France and Spain. All
the countries between Belize and
Panama. Taking in impressions
of other worlds, of broadening
their horizon and mind. With
a lot of input, the time had
come to put it out.
After directing two short
films, “Chased” and
“Sunday Stroll”, they
started writing two
screenplays for feature films. “Direction Lourdes”,
a French road
movie and

“Bonnie&Clyde Copycats”,
an English spoken action film.
While writing they animated their first animation short film: “The Flight of the Humble
Bee” that premiered in the ‘Wildlife Conservation Film Festival’ in New York and inspired many people. It also was selected
for the Red Dirt film festival in Oklahoma.
Direction Lourdes has been filmed
in and around Bruges, Belgium,
and across France. Bonnie&Clyde Copycats has been shot
more or less at the same time,
in and around Bruges, Belgium.
The post production of
both films has been
done near Carcassonne and Poitiers,
France. New film
scripts are conceptualising...

The Production

€0 Budget

Collaboration

The film was made on a €0 shared budget with “Bonnie&Clyde Copycats”, an
English spoken action movie, shot at
the same time.

The only person who knows
the script as well as the directors is Christian Biget, the
co-scriptwriter. Bo and Gustavo know basic French and
wrote the entire 120 pages
script in French, but it needed
correction, by an expert. That’s
where Christian Biget came in.
He is a French writer, a former
teacher of French and a dear
friend of the directors.

“We were looking for partners so we
could keep the costs low, and they soon
became friends. We were provided with
film gear, post-production hardware,
got organic vegetarian food from a dozen organic food companies, etc. all of
which made us (and the actors) very
happy .”

Two man team
Bo and Gustavo Catilina fulfilled almost every function a film needs, from
writing the script to producing, directing, playing the main characters, camera, editing, special effects and composing the soundtrack.
The entire film script was kept secret at
all times, even the actors only knew the
part they were in, and a general overview.
This added more mystery to the entire
project.

“We met at Les Chabottes, the
restaurant of his friendly son,
Christophe, he accommodated
us while we wrote the scripts.
And we knew right from the
start that it clicked. Christian
was telling us passionately
about the book he was finishing - ‘L’envers des roses’ - and
we were relating the adventures
of Lola&Leo on their way to
Lourdes, full of enthusiasm.
Christophe knew we were
looking for a co-scriptwriter so
the introduction to his father
was not a complete coincidence.”
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A lot of people asked why we didn’t
take the usual route: make a huge
dossier, look for producers, go to
the “Flemish Audiovisual Fund”...
First of all, we were no accredited
filmmakers and we found the idea
to do all of that more daunting
than actually going out and make
the films. We had only made two
shorts, learned everything about
filmmaking by watching films and
experimenting with the medium, so
no we didn’t go to film school.
Second, even if we’d got a ‘modest’
€500 000 budget, we wouldn’t have
known what to spend it on. -Now
we would know!- We didn’t want
well-known actors, but rather people we knew and trusted,
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One of the things we underestimated most - surprisingly - wasn’t organizing locations, directing actors,
placing cameras, doing the catering
or rushing from one place to another...

We almost went insane: selecting
all the best clips (watching hours
of footage, because while shooting
we didn’t have the time to watch the
rushes, dealing with the audio synchronization (we didn’t shoot with
a timecode), the special effects, the
color correction, the ADR,... aaargh!

with whom we could be perfectly at
ease.
We also liked the crazy idea of doing everything ourselves, combining all of our artistic passion in one
Gesamtkunstwerk.
We did everything with a two-men
crew, with some help of bystanders
now and then. The fact that it was
just the two of us really made these
two projects possible.
We believe that sometimes you can
accomplish more with two people
one-hundred percent connected
and focused on the same goal, then
with dozens of people. It’s easier to
get organized...

- though September, when we shot
everything on location between
Bruges and Lourdes was quite
rough:
a car breakdown with a 7-day behind schedule, a totally flooded area
that forced us to relocate, another
car breakdown,... the most daunting process was the
postproduction!

Although it is possible to make two
feature films in two years and a half
with two people, we wouldn’t do it
again, we have proved we can, now
basta!
At least not the postproduction!
We’re both full of energy and inspiration, but we’re no perfectionists.

All the actors who played in this
movie are people we already
knew: friends, family, acquaintances, many of them professional performers in one way or
another.
Leopold’s father is one of the key
figures of the story. The relationship between Leopold and his
father is horrible. Stuck in their
giant castle, their energies clash
all the time.

Leopold should explore the
world and start living his own
life.
But his father won’t let him go
because he thinks Leo is a total
disaster and a danger to himself.
And Leopold himself can’t leave
his father because he wants to
take care of him.
Then one day, in order to save his
father’s life by means of a
miracle, he is forced to go.

Beyond Belief

It’s against his father’s will, but
by and by his father realizes it’s
a good thing Leopold for once
didn’t obey him and took life in
his own hands.

When he meets Lola, who is full
of trust in life, it soon becomes
clear that although she isn’t practicing a religion, in a sense she is
more spiritual than Leopold,

It’s a story about faith and trust.

who’s belief is based on something that is indoctrinated rather
than something he has
experienced.

Leopold, raised as a devote
Catholic and still practicing
his religion fervently, is rigid,
scared, because all around him
there are
elements that
threaten
his beliefs.

Frequently Asked Questions
Your mother tongue is Dutch, why did you make a film in French?
The story, the characters, everything about “Direction Lourdes”, just asks for it.
We think a language is a very important factor regarding the tone you want to give
a story. It wouldn’t have made sense if we ’d made it in Dutch, the arrow would
have missed its target. The story just had to be told in French, it needed certain
nuances that can only be expressed in French.
Leopold lives in a castle in Bruges, in the Flemish speaking part of Belgium, where
a few of the nobility or rich people still (try to) speak French.

What gave you the inspiration to write the story?
Two years ago we did a road-trip through France and Spain with an old hippie
van. When we crossed the border from France to Spain, we passed Lourdes. Filled
with curiosity, we visited it. We were fascinated. A few months later, while writing a script for a ski film, Bo had a funny film concept: a young man who goes on
a road trip and who has all kinds of adventures because his GPS is acting weird.
Soon we expanded the story, adding more and more elements, adding Lola, the
playful hitch-hiker and of course: Lourdes - and a good reason to go there.

One debut film made in your unique way would already be a huge
achievement, but you made two? Wasn’t that a little bit crazy?
Why?
Oh yes it was. It definitely was crazy, but we had good reasons to do it that way.
After one month of writing “Direction Lourdes” we started writing “Bonnie&Clyde Copycats.” We had already planned the shooting of Direction Lourdes in the
summer of 2014 and now and then we were joking about doing two films at the
same time. One day we stopped joking and really considered doing two films at
once. It was a good idea, that way we could go from one project to another, never
get bored, when we work we love to be fully committed. We also knew that if we
didn’t do it now, we ’d had to wait one more year, and that’s a long time. We tend
to change our minds quickly, so we were afraid that if we didn’t shoot it right away,
we might be fed up with film and it never would’ve been made.

So then, are you fed up with film?
A little bit -laughs- no, just joking. We’re euphoric that we finished our two films
in two years and a half but we’re not going to jump into a new film tomorrow, first
we’ll take a vacation. Maybe the day after tomorrow...

Next project(s)?
We already have one new script that’s almost ready, which we wrote four years ago,
about rebelling old people - boatmen - in a retirement home. And an amazing new
film script that we’re writing, a martial arts film. We’re also working on our debut
music album, as musicians. It’s easier to get organized as a musician, although,
rehearsing guitar & bass guitar inspired us to write a rockumentary.
Now the question is, which project to do first?

Are there certain directors who influencened you?
We watched a lot of French movies to get inspired. We found some analogies with
the film ‘Le fabuleux destin d’Amélie Poulin’ by Jean-Pierre Jeunet. Some of Amélie’s characteristics correspond with those of the main characters - Leo’s timidity
and Lola’s joyousness, there is also the innocent love story, the positivity and magic
of the story itself and, well, the vibes in general.
A couple of decades ago, Robert Rodriguez made ‘Mariachi’, a below low budget
film, without a crew. It started his filmmaking career. He wrote a book about it
and every time we were feeling down or thought something was impossible, we
said to ourselves: our friend Robert could do it, we can do it too! Thanks for inspiring us!
Our favorite filmmaker is Emir Kusturica, waaw, his films are amazing and definitely our biggest influence. His way of storytelling, the use of the leitmotif, and
especially his positivity that is so authentic. Although his films sometimes have
dark subjects, the intensity, the humor and joie de vivre make our heart beat faster
every time. We think he subconsciously inspired us the most. Thank you Emir!
We’re influenced by a lot of other filmmakers, but that all happens very
unconsciously.

What was the most difficult scene to shoot?
-The moment the camera starts rolling, everything goes smooth.
It’s the befores and afters that are the pains in the ass.
- B&G Catilina

The month of September was extremely adventurous because we didn’t have a
fixed home camp. We were traveling from one place to another.
The first day we filmed in the impressive center of Paris - the GPS has led Leo and
his traveling companion out there: they end up in a traffic jam... The next mission was shooting the scene with the French fries and we found the right spot near
Clermont Ferrand.
Then the second day the clutch stopped working in the middle of a deviation,
stubbornly we forced the car to keep on driving. Our destination was Carcassonne,
but we had to stop in Saint-Flour, because we were out of gas. Once we stopped
the car, we couldn’t continue. So we had an obligatory vacation for one week in St.
Flour.
At first we were furious, but soon we realized we really needed a break after three
months non-stop filming. So we enjoyed being stranded and not having to think
about film.
Filming in the Montagne Noire - the scene in which Lola and Leo have a fight and
Lola disappears into the night - went well.
Filming in Lourdes was nice too: Lola and Leo are awed and deeply touched by the
sacred place and at the same time sort of discover the rock&roll of it.
When we arrived in the Cevennes, it started to rain, rain, rain... in an hour the
river rose 5 meters and flooded the entire area. Wrecked houses, floating cars... We
still managed to shoot some scenes the next few days, but we had to reschedule
once again and find another location to film the scenic swimming scene. But first
our car needed a new suspension.

The swimming scene that we had planned to shoot in the river that flooded, was
filmed at the Lac Du Salagou, which was a good thing: the surroundings there
were astonishing and make the scene more beautiful.
After that we shot near Roquebrun. Thanks to the GPS Lola and Leo get stranded
in a little village. There they meet a friendly inhabitant who invites them to his
house. He is in the midst of a band repetition and since Lola is a blues singer they
have a little jam session together. It was challenging to film because it was a real
jam, nothing was practiced before.
After that, a new chapter started: the postproduction, that took place near Carcassonne.
When we look back, we laugh, because the film script and real life got a bit mixed
up in the month of September...

You two have done litterally everything in this film, from writing to
directing to playing, what was your favourite part?
Playing Lola and Leo. We really fell in love with the characters and we’re going to
miss them so much.

Léopold			Gustavo Catilina
Lola				Bo Catilina
Léopold’s Father		
Wilfried Vandamme
Léopold’s Mother
Joke Vandenbroele
Little Léopold		
Siro Van Bosstraeten
Doctor			Stef Vanryckegem
Priest			Ben Huisman
Pierre			Jurgen Deweerd
Friendly Farmer		
Monique De Jaeger
Maréchal			Michel Gabriels
Madame Marie		
Barbara Axters
Apple Woman		
Brigitte Bailly

Co-Scriptwriter:
Christian Biget
Produced by/soundtrack/editing/casting/
locations/special effects/coloring/
directed by/written by/camera/director of
photography/...
Bo & Gustavo Catilina

60 min - French - HD
Road Movie - Romantic Comedy
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BogusCat Productions
Bo & Gustavo Catilina
Press<AT>BogusCat.com
www.DirectionLourdes.com
www.BogusCat.com
Read what the press writes about Direction Lourdes here: www.BogusCat.com/#press

